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Abstract – In this paper we present a common-sense
reasoning model for crowd motion pattern detection and
behaviour analysis at the microscopic level. Information
about the trajectories of individuals is represented with fuzzy
predicates. The characteristic motion patterns and the
behaviour of groups of individuals are described with fuzzy
predicates and fuzzy functions, respectively. The usability of
the proposed model is tested on a simulated crowd scenario.
The obtained results show that the model supports the
efficient representation of expert knowledge and detection of
motion/behaviour patterns. The main contribution of this
paper is a proposed model for motion pattern detection

and classification based on fuzzy knowledge which can
imitate common-sense reasoning.
Keywords: crowd, motion pattern, fuzzy logic, commonsense reasoning

I.

INTRODUCTION

Video surveillance plays an important role in our
information society in ensuring security in public and semipublic places where large numbers of people are gathered.
Recently, one of the most active research areas in computer
vision has been crowd analysis [1-3], where a crowd can be
defined as a mass of people or a large group of individuals
gathered in the same physical environment, sharing a
common goal. Research on crowd analysis is of interest to
social and technical disciplines [3-6]. The research results
are applicable in the following main areas:
i) visual surveillance to ensure safety in public and
semi-public places by the automatic detection of the
abnormal behaviour of individuals (or groups) and tracking
individuals/groups in a crowd;
ii) the development of crowd management strategies to
avoid crowd related disasters during sport matches, public
demonstrations and music festivals;
iii) public space planning to provide guidelines for
public space design to increase the efficiency and safety of
public buildings, airport terminals, railway stations, and
shopping malls;
iv) virtual environments where the models of crowds
are used to provide more accurate simulations of crowd
phenomena. The results of the simulations can be used in
computer games and in the film industry.
In general, an analysis of a crowd may be conducted at:
i) macroscopic levels, where the global motions and
behaviours of a mass of people are the focus of interest; ii)
microscopic levels, where the analysis concerns the
movements and behaviours of any individuals in the crowd;
and iii) mesoscopic levels which are based on combinations
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of intrinsic characteristics of microscopic and macroscopic
levels. Crowd analysis is composed of four main processes:
crowd motion detection, crowd tracking, crowd density
estimation, and crowd behaviour. Many survey papers
relevant to the topic of crowd analysis have been published
in the last decade [6-11].
In this paper, we deal with the detection of crowd
motion patterns and a crowd behaviour analysis at the
microscopic level. Generally, motion patterns include any
recognizable spatio-temporal regularity of moving objects.
Crowd motion patterns are important for understanding and
predicting the behaviour of groups of people, for example
small or medium groups in pedestrian crowds or even largescale crowds. Crowd motion detection and motion
information are the basis for crowd analysis.
Crowd behaviour analysis deals with the classification
of crowded scenes manly in two categories: normal and
abnormal. Some approaches to crowd behaviour analysis
refine crowd behaviour into categories such as direction
and different crowd events, and motion patterns such as
bottlenecks, lines, fountainheads, and blockings. Crowd
behaviour analysis is usually based on two approaches: the
holistic and object-based approaches. The holistic approach
treats the crowd as a single entity, while the object-based
approach treats the crowd as a collection of individuals. The
holistic approach is appropriate for highly crowded scenes
where objects acquired by sensors appear small, and very
few features can be extracted from the individual object. In
the paper, we deal with an object-based approach where
behaviour analysis is usually based on segmentation and on
the detection of each individual in the crowd. However, we
are aware that the approach has a drawback in that it suffers
from the computational complexity needed to isolate
individuals and extract features.
This paper presents a fuzzy knowledge-based approach
to crowd motion pattern detection, classification, and
crowd behaviour analysis. The paper is organized as
follows. Section II describes the relevant research work,
section III deals with motion pattern analysis for an
individual and a group of individuals. A set of fuzzy
predicates and heuristic procedures for their evaluation is
proposed. Section IV describes examples of motion pattern
analysis, fuzzy knowledge and inference procedures in an
attempt to represent human common-sense knowledge. The
results of the proposed approach are given. Finally, section
V summarizes the results and gives several directions for
future research.
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II.

RELATED WORK

Typical motion patterns extracted from video scenes are
important for automatic video surveillance and are used in
high-level analysis (e.g., detection of events and anomalies
that occur in the scene, predicting disasters, etc.).
Depending on the level of crowd analysis, there are three
basic approaches to crowd motion pattern analysis and
classification. One approach is based on algorithms for the
microscopic level of a crowd where a crowd is regarded as
a collection of discrete individuals or small groups. Robust
multi-object detection and multi-object tracking, the
generation of trajectories/tracklets of the objects, as well as
the grouping of the detected objects based on sociological
models are characteristics of this approach. The second
approach is defined at the macroscopic level where there is
no need to segment each individual in a crowd. Here,
algorithms based on optical flow and particle and streak
flow features are used to represent motion patterns in
crowded scenes.
Recently, attempts have been made to develop methods
for the detection of motion patterns at mesoscopic levels
where multi-target tracking is applied in combination with
pieces of information of the target in the form of appearance
and motion, as well as context cues in the form of
neighbourhood motion, spatial proximity and grouping
[12].
The detection and classification of motion patterns has
been one of the fundamental problems in crowd analysis in
the past twenty years. Boghossian and Velastin [13]
proposed motion-based computer vision techniques that
detect the circular flow paths of a crowd, crowd flow
diverging from a point to all directions, and obstacles in the
flow paths. Detection of the motion patterns was based on
the Hough transform.
Ge et al. [14] described a vision-based analysis of small
groups in pedestrian crowds. The approach used methods
of detection and multi-object tracking, and sociological
models of human collective behaviour, for the automatic
detection of small groups of individuals walking together.
The groups were discovered by bottom-up hierarchical
clustering using a generalized, symmetric Hausdorff
distance defined with respect to the pairwise proximity and
velocity of the pedestrians in a crowd. Based on the
tracklets of moving objects and the assignment of
trajectories to the tracklets, the corresponding linear
assignment problem (LAP) was solved using the Hungarian
algorithm.

optical flow, with high-level information, obtained by
analysing regions of interest in the scene [15].
The authors applied a fluid-dynamic-like model and
used a stability analysis of linear dynamical systems and a
Jacobian matrix defined by optical flow to define crowd
flow, i.e. motion patterns. Based on the values of the
determinant Δ = λ1 λ2 and trace  = λ1 + λ2 of the Jacobian
matrix, where λi, i = 1, 2 are the eigenvalues of the Jacobian
matrix, the motion patterns are categorized as follows [15]:
i) blocking (Δ < 0); ii) line (Δ = 0); iii) bottleneck (Δ > 0; 
< 0; iv) arch/ring (Δ > 0;  = 0); and v) fountainhead (Δ >
0;  > 0).
In [16], the authors used a spatio-temporal viscous fluid
field model for large-scale crowds. Based on the so-called
characteristic of a spatio-temporal variation matrix they
classified the crowd motion patterns in five categories:
circle; disperse; gather; disperse in an arch form; and
gathering in an arch form.
In recent work [17], the authors proposed the scalable
detection of crowd motion patterns. They combined
tracklet information, the spatial clustering of these tracklets
into motion clusters, and temporal clustering where
concatenation of the motion clusters is performed. The
proposed approach was evaluated in different scenarios for
the following motion patterns (Fig. 2): curved lanes;
parallel lanes; intersecting lanes; and divergent lanes.

Fig 2.

As far as we know, no approaches have been made to
motion pattern detection and classification based on fuzzy
knowledge and inference procedures which can imitate
common-sense reasoning. There have been some initial
attempts [18] which are used in video games and animated
movies for the description of individual and collective
character behaviours. In [19], an ontology and a set of fuzzy
rules, which provided crowd classification according to a
sociological theory, were proposed, but the authors did not
present concrete solutions or a classification of motion
patterns.
III.

a)
Fig 1.

b)

c)

d)

e)

Five motion patterns for identifying crowd behaviours [15]:
a) blocking; b) lanes; c) bottlenecks; d) arches/ring; and e)
fountainheads.

In [15], Solmaz et al. proposed five motion patterns
(Fig.1) for identifying crowd behaviours. The approach
treats crowds as collections of mutually interacting
particles (using a Lagrangian particle model). The method
combines low-level local motion features, computed by
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Types of motion patterns [17].

MOTION PATTERN ANALYSIS

The position of each tracked individual oi, i = 1, …, n,
at discrete time point tj, j = 1, …, k, is depicted with space
𝑗
𝑗
points ( 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ), where n is the number of tracked
individuals and k is the total number of frames in a video.
The positions of all tracked individuals in the video
𝑗
𝑗
(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ), i = 1, …, n, and j = 1, …, k, are obtained by multiobject detection, tracking and re-identification algorithms
[20].
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A. Motion Patterns for an Individual
In general, a fuzzy predicate is a mapping: O×T×R →
[0,1], called an assignment (or assignment function), which
maps each element of s ∈ O×T×R to a degree of fulfilment,
where O is a set of n tracked individuals: {𝑜1 , 𝑜2 , … , 𝑜𝑛 }, T
is a set of k time points {𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , … , 𝑡𝑘 }, and R is a set of n
trajectories of individuals: {𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , … , 𝑟𝑛 }. Each trajectory
consists of corresponding position points, i.e. trajectory
𝑟𝑖 contains k position points { (𝑥𝑖1 , 𝑦𝑖1 ), (𝑥𝑖2 , 𝑦𝑖2 ), … ,
(𝑥𝑖𝑘 , 𝑦𝑖𝑘 ) } of an individual 𝑜𝑖 . A heuristic function is used
to compute the actual truth value to which a sample s fulfils
the given predicate. In our case, the domain of the mapping
is restricted to samples s represented by triplets (𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 ),
where i = 1, ..., n, and j =1, ..., k.

Turn_right(𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 ) predicate. High positive mean signed
distances indicate a high degree of fulfilment that the
object is moving to the right, while high negative average
signed distances indicate a high degree of fulfilment that
the object is moving to the left.

1) Direction fuzzy predicates
Direction motion patterns for an individual are
described with fuzzy predicates: Inline, Turn_left,
Turn_right, and Circle. A heuristic procedure is used to
obtain degrees of fulfilment for each of these fuzzy
predicates.

STEP 3: The estimated truth value of the Circle(𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 )
predicate is obtained by mapping the variance of distances
to an interval [0, 1] with an experimentally determined
assignment function (Fig. 4. (a); second column, second
row).

The degrees of fulfilment for the Inline( 𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 ),
Turn_right(𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 ), and Turn_left(𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 ) predicates are
determined based on a subset of m time points (2 < m < k),
𝑗−𝑚+1 𝑗−𝑚+1
𝑗−𝑚+2 𝑗−𝑚+2
𝑗
𝑗
{ (𝑥𝑖
, 𝑦𝑖
), (𝑥𝑖
, 𝑦𝑖
), … , (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) }
from the set 𝑟𝑖 . The value of m is experimentally
determined based on a learning dataset, and it defines a
time window (m frames in the past, starting from the
current frame with index j) for an individual movement
estimation.

A small value of variance indicates a high degree of
fulfilment that the object has a circular movement.

𝑗−𝑚+1

𝑗−𝑚+1

The connection of the first (𝑥𝑖
, 𝑦𝑖
𝑗
𝑗
last (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) position points define a line li.

) and the

The truth value estimation procedure for the
Inline(𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 ) predicate is as follows:
INPUT: Line li and m position points from the subset of ri.
STEP 1: The mean of distances of m position points to the
line li is determined.
STEP 2: Estimated truth value of the Inline( 𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 )
predicate is obtained by mapping a mean of distances to an
interval [0, 1] with an experimentally determined
assignment function (Fig. 4. (a); first column, second row).
A small value of the mean of distances indicates high
degrees of fulfilment that the object is moving inline.
The truth value estimation procedure for the
Turn_right(𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 ) predicate is as follows:
INPUT: Line li and m position points from the subset of ri.
STEP 1: The mean of signed distances of m position points
to the line li is determined.
STEP 2: The estimated truth value of the
Turn_right(𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 ) predicate is obtained by mapping the
mean of signed distances to an interval [0, 1] with an
experimentally determined assignment function.
The truth value estimation procedure for the
Turn_left(𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 ) predicate is the same as that for the
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The truth value estimation procedure for the
Circle(𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 ) predicate is as follows:
INPUT: A subset of m position points from the subset ri.
STEP 1: The mean of m position points, i.e. centroid ci, is
calculated. It corresponds to the estimation of a circle
centre.
STEP 2: The variance of the distances of these m position
points to the circle centre ci is calculated.

2) Velocity fuzzy predicates
Velocity of movement for an individual is described
with
the
predicates:
Standstill_individual,
Slow_individual and Fast_individual.
The truth value estimation procedure for the predicate
Standstill_individual(𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 ) is as follows:
𝑗−𝑚+1

INPUT: Two time points { (𝑥𝑖
from the subset of ri.

𝑗−𝑚+1

𝑗

𝑗

, 𝑦𝑖

), (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) }

𝑗−𝑚+1

𝑗−𝑚+1

STEP 1: A distance between (𝑥𝑖
, 𝑦𝑖
) and
𝑗
𝑗
(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) position points is determined and then divided by
the value of m-1, i.e. the average velocity per frame is
obtained.
STEP 2: The estimated truth value of the
Standstill_individual( 𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 ) predicate is obtained by
mapping the average velocity per frame to an interval
[0, 1] with an experimentally determined assignment
function.
The truth value estimation procedures for the
Slow_individual( oi , t j , ri ) and Fast_individual( oi , t j , ri )
predicates are the same as that for the
Standstill_individual( 𝑜𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖 ) predicate, except that in
STEP 2 appropriate experimentally determined
assignment functions are used.
The assignment functions for Slow and Fast are depicted
in Fig. 5, second row.
Note that, in general, a time window, defined by m, can
be different for each predicate.
B. Motion Patterns for a Group of Individuals
The described predicates, together with the
introduction of new fuzzy predicates for a group of
individuals (for example, Dispersing, Gathering), can be
used for building fuzzy functions suitable for making
inferences about complex crowd behaviour. Characteristic
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crowd events of interest can be described with functions of
fuzzy predicates. These functions are application specific
and their truth values are obtained with a composition of
fuzzy logical operators [21]: negators, conjunctors (tnorms), disjunctors (t-conorms) and implicators, and fuzzy
predicates. Humans, based on expert and common-sense
knowledge, build these functions [21, 22].
In general, each fuzzy predicate for a group of
individuals is 𝒫(O)×T× 𝒫(R) → [0,1] which maps each
element of g ∈ 𝒫(O)×T× 𝒫(R) to a degree of fulfilment,
where 𝒫 (O) is a power set of tracked individuals O
= {o1 , o2 , … , o𝑛 } , T ∈ {t1 , t 2 , … , t 𝑘 } is a set of time
points, and 𝒫(R) is a power set of trajectories of objects, i.
e. R = {r1 , r2 , … , r𝑛 } . A heuristic assignment function is
used to compute the actual truth value to which a sample g
fulfils the given predicate. In our case, the domain of the
mapping is restricted to samples g represented by triplets
(O, 𝑡𝑗 , R), where j =1, ..., k.
For a group of tracked individuals, we can use distance
predicates such as Next_to, Near_to, Faraway, and the
velocity predicates Standstill_group, Slow_group and
Fast_group, and dynamics predicates Gathering and
Dispersing. For illustration, let us describe truth value
estimation procedures for the Gathering and Dispersing
predicates. Similar procedures can used for the other
above-mentioned predicates.

individuals that are close to each other (i.e. a group of
people) suddenly start to run away. The group is
dispersing, and the individuals are becoming more and
more distant. The formal fuzzy function named Alarm_
runaway is defined as follow:
Alarm_runaway (tj) = Near_to(O, 𝑡𝑗−𝑙 , R) ˄
Fast_group(O, 𝑡𝑗 , R) ˄ Dispersing(O, 𝑡𝑗 , R) ˄
Faraway(O, 𝑡𝑗 , R), where j > l, and ˄ is a conjunctor and
it corresponds to minimum value of fuzzy predicates.
Note that due to limited space, we introduce the above
predicates (except Dispersing) without a formal
description.
IV. EXAMPLES OF MOTION PATTERN ANALYSIS
The feasibility of the proposed motion pattern analysis
scheme will be demonstrated in a simulated scenario. The
scenario simulates the movement of five individuals for the
duration of 20 time points. It simulates a “runaway”
scenario (Fig. 3). The active area for movement is
represented by 1024×1024 pixels. In the scenario, the units
used to express distances are pixels. The value of the
parameters m is 10 (see Sections III).
o2
o1

The truth value estimation procedure for the
Gathering(O, 𝑡𝑗 , R) predicate is as follows:

o3

INPUT: n position points for time interval tj-m and n
position
points
for
time
interval
tj,
𝑗−𝑚
𝑗−𝑚
𝑗−𝑚
𝑗−𝑚
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
{ (𝑥1 , 𝑦1 ), … , (𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛 ), (𝑥1 , 𝑦1 ), … , (𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛 ) }
from the set R, where n is the number of objects in a group.
STEP 1: At time point tj-m for a set of corresponding n
𝑗−𝑚
𝑗−𝑚 𝑛
position points {(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖
)}𝑖=1 the average value of
n(n-1)/2 distances between all possible point pairs is
determined. The same procedure is performed at time point
𝑗
𝑗 𝑛
tj and corresponding n position points {(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )}𝑖=1 .
STEP 2: The difference of the average value of distances
for time point tj and the average value of distances for time
point tj-m is calculated.
STEP 3: The estimated truth value of the
Gathering(O, 𝑡𝑗 , R) predicate is obtained by mapping the
difference of the average value of distances to an interval
[0, 1] with an experimentally determined assignment
function.
Truth value estimation procedures for the
Dispersing(O, 𝑡𝑗 , R) predicate is the same as that for the
Gathering (O, 𝑡𝑗 , R) predicate except that in STEP 3 an
appropriate experimentally determined function is used.
A high positive and negative difference of the average
value of distances indicates a high degree of fulfilment for
the Dispersing and Gathering predicates, respectively.
Let us describe in the context of common-sense
knowledge a scenario of an anomaly detection of crowd
behaviour at the microscopic level in surveillance
applications. A runaway scenario occurs when several
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o4

Fig 3.

o5

Simulated scenario of motion patterns at a microscopic level.

An illustration of the truth evaluation procedures (see
section III) for four direction fuzzy predicates and three
velocity fuzzy predicates are depicted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5,
respectively. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 relate to fuzzy predicates for
five individuals. The first row of Figures 4 and 5 represents
input values for the assignment functions at time points
from 10 to 20. All input values are distances, except for the
Circle predicate which uses variance. The input values for
Fig. 5 are velocities expressed as pixels per time point. The
second row in both figures represents the assignment
functions. The third row in both figures depicts the
predicate value at each time point. The truth values of the
fuzzy predicates for motion patterns and velocities are
calculated as described in section III. In short, for the
selected seven fuzzy predicates, the positions of the
tracked individuals in each frame are first transformed into
distance values or the variance of distances (only for the
Circle predicates), or velocities.
The obtained results are in accordance with an expert’s
expectation and common-sense reasoning. For example, at
time point 19 (Fig. 4 (a); second column, third row) we can
see that individuals o2 and o5 have circular movement
patterns (the values of the fuzzy predicates are 0.87 and
0.97, respectively).
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pixels per time point

pixels per time point

assignment function

variance

pixels per time point

Inline

Circle

Slow_individual

time points
(a)
Turn_right

distance

distance

Turn_left

assignment function

assignment function

distance

Turn_left

Turn_right

predicate value

predicate value

distance

time points

(b)

time points

Fig 4.
Illustration of the truth evaluation procedures for four
direction fuzzy predicates for five individuals at each time point (n = 5,
m = 10 and k = 20): a) Inline and Circle; b) Turn_left and Turn_Right.
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time points

Fast_individual

time points

Fig 5.
Illustration of the truth evaluation procedures for two
velocity fuzzy predicates for five individuals at each time point (n = 5,
m = 10 and k = 20) Slow_individual and Fast_individual.

V.
time points
Turn_right

time points
Turn_left

pixels per time point

predicate value

predicate value

predicate value

predicate value

distance

time points

Fast_individual

Slow_individual
assignment function

assignment function

assignment function

time points

time points

time points
Circle

time points
Inline

Fast_individual

Slow_individual

Circle

variance

distance

Inline

CONCLUSION

This paper presents an approach to the detection of
crowd motion patterns at the microscopic level. The
approach uses fuzzy knowledge-based methods and fuzzy
predicates. The fuzzy predicates are inspired by commonsense human knowledge. The fuzzy predicates are divided
into the following classes: i) direction and ii) velocity. A
simulated crowd event is used to evaluate the model. The
obtained results of the preliminary experiment show that
the model supports the simple and efficient representation
of expert knowledge and the detection of motion patterns
of interest.
Our future research work will be directed to include: i)
the development of a robust multi-object tracker and
trajectory generator based on a combination of head-andshoulder-shape-based methods and optical flow; ii) an
extension of motion patterns to medium- and large-scale
crowds for the detection of different types of anomaly
behaviour; iii) the introduction of fuzzy functions for the
classification of complex crowd behaviour patterns; iv)
exhaustive testing of the proposed method in real crowd
scenes.
We believe that the presented model can be used to solve
many application-specific problems in the domain of
computer vision and multiple object tracking, such as the
automatic recognition of actions and activities in video
content in the domain of sports [23].
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